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Introduction and Research Questions
Wikidata (https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:Main_Page) is a free and open knowledgebase that can be read and edited
by both humans and machines. In the “Wikidata in the Linked Open Data Cloud,” databases are indicated as circles (Wikidata
indicated as ‘WD’), with grey lines linking databases in the network if their data is aligned. The Wikidata dataset currently
contains 1301 datasets with 16,283 links, as of May 2021.

Traditionally, library data has been designed for the use and consumption of humans, and it is not integrated with the Semantic
Web. If we transform library data into linked open data, it will increase the visibility and usage of library data on the Semantic
Web. Within the past few years, the calls for transforming library data into linked open data have become more and more
frequent. In order to increase the value and discoverability of library data, libraries have been exploring options for making
their data available and useful outside of the data silos of the library world through the adoption of linked open data. Wikidata
is a powerful platform for library linked open data. In October 2020, a group of Chinese American librarians from several
institutions formed a WikiProject: Chinese Culture and Heritage group in hopes of expanding their horizon in library Linked
Data and seeking collaboration opportunities. WikiProject: Chinese Culture and Heritage has been exploring the following
research questions:
(1) What are the characteristics of Wikidata on Chinese related topics?
(2) How to create data models for special projects?
(3) What are the challenges in creating Chinese related Wikidata entries?
(4) How to use external data to enhance existing Wikidata?
(5) How to use Wikidata SPARQL Query for discovery and presentation?
The poster will present their research findings, discuss lessons learned and explore future opportunities.
WikiProject: Chinese Culture and Heritage group:
Project coordinator:
Xiaoli Li (University of California, Davis)
Project members:
Sai Deng (University of Central Florida); Greta Heng (San Diego State University); Jie Huang (Penn State University); Jing Jiang
(California Digital Library); Clara Liao (Library of Congress); Hsianghui Liu-Spencer (Carleton College); Amanda Xu (National
Agricultural Library); Lihong Zhu (Washington State University)

Characteristics of Wikidata on Chinese Related Topics
● Consider Chinese Language and Culture Characteristics in Creating Wikidata Entries for Chinese Related Topics
● Presentation of Chinese Language
○ Writing System
■ In more languages: English: Su Shi; Chinese: 苏轼; Simplified Chinese: 苏轼; Traditional Chinese: 蘇軾
■ Should we add the original Chinese values for name, art-name, courtesy name etc. in the English environment? e.g.,
courtesy name: 和仲, writing system: Chinese characters
art-name: 铁冠道人, writing system: Chinese characters
posthumous name: 文忠: writing system: Chinese characters
○ Pronunciation
■ PinYin, Tones
■ name in native language：苏轼 (Chinese (China))；pinyin transliteration: sū shì
■ courtesy name: 和仲, pinyin transliteration: Hé Zhòng
■ Wade-Giles, Vernacular spellings of the names: not under various name properties; may input these spellings under
the generic transliteration
● Representation of Chinese Historical and Cultural Uniqueness
○ Time Period, Era Name, Year
■ How to express: 宋仁宗景祐三年十二月十九日 (December 19, the 3rd year of Jingyou, Song Renzong; birth date of
Su Shi); date, era name, emperor name
■ date of birth: 8 January 1037
■ time period: Northern Song Dynasty
■ Era name: Jingyou Era (constrained to be linked to Emperor Renzong of Song)
○ Personal Names (courtesy name, art name etc.)
■ From Wikipedia Chinese version: 字子瞻，一字和仲，号东坡居士、铁冠道人
■ courtesy name: 子瞻 Zizhan pinyin transliteration Zi Zhān, art-name: 东坡居士 pinyin transliteration Dongpo Jüshi
○ Place Names (can be complicated)
■ place of birth: Meishan (originally known as: Meizhou, 眉州, in Sichuan)
(contemporary constraint* issue; can only add the historical name Meizhou?); also the term Meizhou refers to a
different city now: Meizhou (Q59184), prefecture-level city in Guangdong, China)
* The entities Su Shi and Meishan need to be linked through place of birth, but the latest end value of Su Shi is 24
August 1101 and the earliest start value of Meishan is 10 June 2000.
■ place of death: Changzhou (also known as: 龍城, 龙城, literally, Dragon city)
○ What about other places where Su held official positions, lived, traveled and created poems? ○
■ Held positions in various places: Fengxiang, Hangzhou, Mizhou, Xuzhou (凤翔、杭州、密州、徐州)
■ Properties to consider: residence
■ Other place related properties: significant place, location of creation…
○ Position held (官职)
■ e.g., 嘉佑六年 (1061)，大理评事签书凤翔判官 (literally, Dali (Supreme Court) Judge, Clerk (of) Fengxiang
(Prefecture) Magistrate) vs. Clerk
○ Pantologist (occupation): poet, writer, painter, pharmacist, calligrapher, erudite, historian, politician, musician,
essayist
● Other Considerations: Social, Political, Equity, Diversity & Inclusion (EDI) Complications
○ How to define Chinese poets?
■ Poets who write in Chinese?
■ Poets who write in Chinese and who were born in mainland China only? Also include poets who were born in
Taiwan, Singapore, Malaysia etc.?
■ Poets who write/wrote in Chinese and are/were active in Chinese speaking countries?
○ EDI Considerations
■ sex or gender: female (allow other terms)
■ ethnic group: Han Chinese people
■ religion: Confucianism

Data Model for Chinese Female Poets
WikiProject: Chinese Culture and Heritage group created the data model for Chinese Female Poets project. The data model is
presented at three levels: Constant/Const; Core; Extended/Ext. For details, please go to the website of WikiProject: Chinese
Culture and Heritage group https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:WikiProject_Chinese_Culture_and_Heritage
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Challenges in Creating Chinese Related Wikidata Entries

Here is the timeline view of the query result for Chinese Female Poets with pictures in Wikidata:

● Describing content via expressing culture uniqueness, or, using a more universal approach?
○ Personal Names
■ courtesy name (P1782) (字)
■ art-name (P1787) (号)
■ posthumous name (P1786) (谥号) v.s.
■ pseudonym (P742)
■ pen name (Q127843)
○ Dynasties, Time Period
■ country of citizenship (P27)
● data values: China, or Northern Song Dynasty?
■ time period (P2348)
● Data values: year range, dynasty name, or emperor’s era name?
● Contemporary/ Universal Labels vs. Ancient/ Unique Names
○ academic degree (P512) (e.g., jinshi 进士, imperial scholar)
○ field of work (P101)
○ employer (P108)
○ position held (P39)
■ Hanlin Academy Scholar (Q107382552) (翰林学士)
■ Minister of Rites (Q47175595) (礼部尚书)
● Reflecting Historical Changes vs. Contemporary constraint
○ Place names
■ place of birth (Q1322263): Meishan vs. Meishan Prefecture vs. Meizhou
●Works, events etc. need to have pre-existing LOD entries
○ notable work (P800)
○ significant event (P793)

Here is the map view of the query result for Chinese Female Poets with pictures in Wikidata:

Using External Data to Enhance Existing Wikidata
Wikidata community can work together to use external data to enhance existing Wikidata or add new Wikidata entries. Besides
manual editing, we can import data into Wikidata by batches.
In 2021, WikiProject Chinese Culture and Heritage came across the database “Ming Qing Women's Writings” (MQWW)
https://digital.library.mcgill.ca/mingqing/ and was interested in enhancing existing Wikidata or adding new Wikidata entries
based on the information in the database. We will follow the Wikidata:Data Import Guide
(https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:Data_Import_Guide):
Step 1. Download data from MQWW: McGill provides a downloadable version of MQWW (in Access format). The file was
downloaded and converted to Excel format. We also exported the poet table from MQWW.
Step 2. Use OpenRefine to test external data source: Load the file in Excel format into OpenRefine. In OpenRefine, run the
reconciliation process to find out which one in the Excel spreadsheet already has a Wikidata entry. Wikidata reconciliation
process found 4283 Wikidata matches with high confidence. For the rest of 3182, Wikidata reconciliation did not find any
matches, instead it gave you a list of possibilities. This is the OpenRefine manual for wikidata users
https://docs.openrefine.org/manual/wikidata
Step 3. Use information from CBDB: Since there is no guarantee that the reconciliation process in OpenRefine is 100% accurate,
we decided to also use the information from China Biographical Database Project (CBDB)--Harvard University
(https://projects.iq.harvard.edu/cbdb/home) for double checking.
Step 4. Chose to focus on a subset first: The group decided to focus on a subset of the data from MQWW first, which is women
poets with Q#. We used three data sources: (1) MQWW female poets with Wikidata Q numbers found through the OpenRefine
reconciliation process; (2) A dataset downloaded from Wikidata for woman who have a Wikidata Q number and a CBDB ID; (3)
The biographical table from CBDB. We joined the three datasets by Wikidata Q number and came up with two lists: (1) A list of
entries that are matched on Wikidata Q numbers and names from different sources. The entries in this list do not need manual
review and will be used for batch updating the Wikidata items using Wikidata Bots
(https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:Bots). (2) A list of entries that are matched on Q number but not matched on names
from different sources. We are currently manually reviewing this list. If the entries are actually accurate matches, they can also be
used for batch updating the Wikidata items using Wikidata Bots.
Step 5. Enhancing Wikidata entries. We are still working on the process to use Wikidata Bots to batch update Wikidata items.
More steps later…

Here is the graph view of the query result for Chinese female poets with pictures in Wikidata

Using Wikidata SPARQL Query for Discovery and Presentation
SPARQL (pronounced "sparkle") is an RDF query language, that is, a semantic query language for databases. Wikidata has
provided an SPARQL endpoint including a powerful Web-GUI since September 2015. With SPARQL you can extract any kind of
data, with a query composed of logical combinations of triples. You can submit your Wikidata SPARQL query to Wikidata
SPARQL Query Service GUI, which is available from
https://query.wikidata.org and retrieve result sets which can be rendered in image grid view, timeline view, map view, graph
view, etc.
Here is the basic Wikidata SPARQL query for Chinese Female Poets with picture in Wikidata:
#find poets; female; writing in Chinese
SELECT DISTINCT ?person ?personLabel ?pic ?birthPlace ?coordinates ?birthDate
WHERE
{
?person wdt:P106 wd:Q49757 . # person whose occupation is poet
?person wdt:P21 wd:Q6581072 . # person whose gender is female
?person wdt:P1412 wd:Q7850 . # person who writes in Chinese
?person wdt:P19 ?birthPlace .
# person's birth place
?birthPlace wdt:P625 ?coordinates . # GPS coordinates of the birth place
?person wdt:P569 ?birthDate .
# person's birth date
?person wdt:P18 ?pic .
# person's picture
SERVICE wikibase:label { bd:serviceParam wikibase:language "en" }
}
Here is the image grid view of the query result for 29 Chinese Female Poets with pictures in Wikidata:

Lessons Learned
• It is important to define property level (constant/core/extended), and consistently markup Wikidata items according to data
models and source info, e.g. the birth date of Chia-ying Yeh has two values: January 1, 1924 and July 1, 1924. One person
should have only one birth date. Since we are not sure which one is correct, we should indicate which value has higher
confidence score.
• Need data input standard, e.g. Alexa Dugan is described as “researcher (ORCID 0000-0001-8626-1479)”, but in the
publication, he was a Natural Resource Specialist in the U.S. Forest Service. What should the description be?
• May need built-in field-level validation/constraint for the value of a property in a statement,. We used the item quality
evaluator in our project. But it will only give item quality scores. It doesn’t indicate improper markup of Wikidata items.
• The key of using query to pull data is to use general conditions/properties or common properties that all target Wikidata
items have. In the initial trial to retrieve eight great prose masters of the Tang and Song dynasties, we only retrieved seven
entries because one poet does not have the essayist (Q11774202) listed as occupation. We revised the query by removing it
from the query, we got eight great prose masters of the Tang and Song dynasties.
• There is a learning curve to use the existing tools for batch-editing and workflow integration, e.g. OpenRefine,
QuickStatements, Wikibase

Opportunities
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wikidata can lower the barriers for a library to adopt Linked Open Data
Wikidata enables creation of unique identifier and identity management on the web
Wikidata enables human and machines to work collaboratively to enrich Wikidata items
Wikidata powers a lot of other systems. Wikidata items are reused widely, e.g. Wikidata statements can be referenced to
both Wikipedia and other sources (April 12, 2021, 73,178,984 (5.8%) (Wikipedia), 847,353,272 (67.91%) (Other sources) )
Wikidata enables machine processing of authority data, reuse, inference, and distribution. Wikidata enables machines to
make inference based on the relationship of RDF properties and classes. Libraries can use Wikidata as a distributor for
authority data.
Wikidata supports multilingual input and display of Wikidata items. For Wikiproject Chinese culture and heritage, we input
Chinese characters for Wikidata items that we enhanced.
Wikidata enables creation of rich data that may be excluded or unavailable in traditional bibliographic data. Wikidata has a
property list that enables us to record family members of poets and their native language that are unavailable in traditional
bibliographic data.
Wikidata enables global representation and linking. Wikidata in Linked open data cloud is a typical example.
We can enrich bibliographic data in RDA/RDF and BIBFRAME with Wikidata and other external sources.
We can enable enhanced discovery and representation in knowledge graphs: we have seen apps that bring in wikidata into
an info box as knowledge panel in discovery interface or search engine interface;
We have also seen search support, e.g. type ahead during a search.

